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"The true stories I've written in this book are my living nightmares. My greatest hope is that the

lessons the stories offer will help you make better choices than I did." Stanley "Tookie" Williams,

cofounder of the notorious Crips gang, is a death-row inmate. But in his two decades of

incarceration, Williams has also become a respected author and activist whose dedication to ending

gang warfare in the lives of inner-city children has earned him a 2001 Nobel Peace Prize

nomination. In this award-winning bookwhich has drawn praise from educators, government

leaders, and families alikeWilliams describes the brutal reality of being an inmate. He debunks

myths of prisons as "gladiator schools" with blunt, riveting stories of overwhelming homesickness,

the terror of solitary confinement, and the humiliation of strip-searches. Williams' words are a frank

challenge to adolescent readers to educate themselves, make intelligent decisions, and above all,

not to follow in his footsteps.
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In this book, Life In Prison, Stanley "Tookie" Williams cofounder of the crips gang and Death Row

inmate for sixteen years, offers a testimony that ends all myths about prison life in this book. In

straightforward, honest prose, Williams out about what it's really like in prison-- and challenges all



young people to choose the right path.Told in first person, this realistic picture of prison life is meant

by the author to serve as a cautionary message for youngsters who may be misled into thinking, like

he did, that prisons are so called 'gladiator', a cool and manly place to be. He does a magnificent

job in describing his caged feelings, the danger, humiliations, and crime of being held in prison.

Stanley Williams, convicted of four murders, does not deserve to be compared to Nelson Mandela,

in my opinion for being arrested for almost no reason. While Williams says he's sorry for dropping

out of school, and so on.. he never once said sorry about killing four people.I feel that Life In Prison

is an outstanding bibliography of the life of Stanley Williams. I also think this book's theme is that

you should watch who you hang around, and always think about what you're doing and where it

could lead you to in the near future. Read Life In Prison to find out what happens on the other side

of the prison wallsnd how inmates are really treated, or if you just want to learn more about The

United States Justice System, Juvenile System, Law and Crime, 9-12 Sociology then this is the

book for you.The strengths which this book possesses is that it's very descriptive and really tells

how he feels in a formal way. The one thing that I have against this book is that it only tells one side

of the story.
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